Abstract. In this paper we study time-inhomogeneous affine processes beyond the common assumption of stochastic continuity. In this setting times of jumps can be both inaccessible and predictable. To this end we develop a general theory of finite dimensional affine semimartingales under very weak assumptions. We show that the corresponding semimartingale characteristics have affine form and that the conditional characteristic function can be represented with solutions to measure differential equations of Riccati type. We prove existence of affine semimartingales under mild conditions and elaborate on examples and applications including affine processes in discrete time.
Introduction
The importance of jumps at predictable or predetermined times is widely acknowledged in the financial literature, see for example [26, 16, 1, 29, 30, 24, 9, 11, 28] . This is due to the fact that a surprisingly large amount of jumps or, more generally, rapid changes in stock prices or other financial time series occur in correspondence with announcements released at scheduled and hence predictable times (see, e.g., [20] ). A prominent example is the jump of the EUR/GBP exchange rate on the 23rd of June in 2016 when it became clear that the British referendum on membership in the EU will come out in favor of Brexit. In addition, large jumps in stock prices frequently coincide with the release of quarterly reports or earnings announcements. (See Figure 1 for an example and [10] for further empirical support). Econometric models incorporating such jumps at predetermined times were studied and tested on market data in [29] , see also [31] and [15, 14] .
While affine processes are a prominent model class for interest rates or stochastic volatility, they have only been considered under the assumption of stochastic continuity, which precludes jumps at predictable times. This assumption is dropped in this paper, and we study affine processes only under very mild assumptions, which allow for jumps to occur at both predictable and totally inaccessible times.
The defining property of affine processes is the exponential affine form of the conditional characteristic function which allows for rich structural properties while retaining tractability due to the of the representation of the conditional characteristic function in terms of ordinary differential equations, the so called 'generalized Riccati equations'. In subsequent research further applications have been explored (e.g. [23, 22, 7] ) as well as extensions of the state space (e.g. [3, 4] ) and most notably an extension to time-inhomogeneous affine processes in [12] .
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In Remark 2.11 of [12] the author conjectures that his results can also be obtained on the level of semimartingales omitting the assumption of stochastic continuity. Here we confirm this conjecture by generalizing the result in [12] to affine semimartingales with singular continuous and discontinuous characteristics and only locally integrable parameters. This result is complemented by existence results for affine semimartingales under certain mild assumptions. Furthermore we provide a variety of examples and applications. In particular we propose an affine term-structure framework that allows for discontinuities at previously fixed time-points. 20 
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Mär Figure 1 . Chart of the stock price of Deutsche Bank. The vertical lines represent dates which have been announced in the previous annual reports of 2013 and 2014, e.g. annual and quarterly reports and shareholder meetings. We marked the 10 largest one-day movements by circles, three (the largest, and the 4th-and 6th-largest) of them occurring at pre-announced dates.
The paper at hand is structured as follows. The next section revisits some facts about semimartingales before stating the definition of affine semimartingales and introducing certain technical assumption. After proving first results we define the concept of a good parameter set in Section 3 which is a key ingredient of our first main result, the characterization Theorem 3.2. Section 4 is devoted to the existence of affine semimartingales under weak conditions on the good parameter set. Examples and applications are explained in Section 5 which concludes the paper with the introduction of a new affine term-structure framework. Details about measure differential equations that appear in the characterization and existence results instead of the ODEs appearing in [8] and [12] , are postponed to the appendix.
Preliminaries
2.1. Affine Semimartingales. Consider a filtered probability space pΩ, F , F, P q with filtration F " pF t q tě0 satisfying the usual conditions. A stochastic process X taking values in R d is called càdlàg if all its paths are right-continuous with left limits. For a càdlàg process X we define X´and ∆X by # X 0´" X 0 , X t´" lim sÒt X s for t ą 0, ∆X t " X t´Xt´.
In particular, note that ∆X 0 " 0 and that X can be recovered from X´by taking right limits.
A semimartingale is a process X with decomposition X " X 0`N`M where X 0 is F 0 -measurable, N is càdlàg, adapted, has paths of finite variation over each finite interval with N 0 " 0 and M is a local martingale starting in 0. We will always consider a càdlàg version of the semimartingale X.
To the jumps of X we associate an integer-valued random measure µ X by µ X pdt, dxq " ÿ sě0 1 t∆Xs‰0u δ ps,∆Xsq pdt, dxq;
here δ a is the Dirac measure at point a. We denote the compensator, or the dual predictable projection, of the random measure µ X by ν. This is the unique predictable random measure which renders stochastic integrals with respect to µ X´ν local martingales. We briefly recall the well-known concept of characteristics of a semimartingale, cf. [19, Ch. II]: a semimartingale X with decomposition X " X 0`N`M is called special if N is predictable. In this case, the decomposition is unique, and we call it the canonical decomposition. The local martingale part M can be decomposed in a continuous local martingale part, which we denote by X c , and a purely discontinuous local martingale part, X´X c . We fix a truncation function h :
which is a bounded function satisfying hpxq " x in a neighborhood of 0. ThenXphq " ř sď¨p ∆X s´h p∆X sand Xphq " X´Xphq both define d-dimensional stochastic processes. Note that ∆Xphq " hp∆Xq, such that Xphq has bounded jumps. The resulting process is a special semimartingale and we denote its canonical decomposition by Xphq " X 0`B phq`M phq, with a predictable process of finite variation Bphq and a local martingale M phq. The characteristics of the semimartingale X is the triplet pB, C, νq where B " Bphq, C " pC ij q with C ij " @ X i,c , X j,c D and ν " ν X is the compensator of µ X defined in Equation (1) . For additional facts on semimartingales and stochastic analysis we refer to [19] .
Let D Ă R d be a convex cone of full dimension, i.e., a convex set, closed under multiplication with positive scalars, and with linear hull equal to R
d . An important example is the set R m 0ˆR n with m`n " d, which was used as the 'canonical state-space' for affine processes in [8, 12] . For u, w in C d we set xu, wy " ř d i"1 u i w i and denote the real part of u by Re u. Moreover, we define the complex dual cone of the state space D by
For the canonical state space U equals C m ď0ˆi R n , where C ď0 " tu P C : Re u ď 0u, which coincides with the definition used in [8] . 1 We are now prepared to state the central definition of this paper. for all 0 ď s ď t and u P U. Moreover, X is called time-homogeneous, if φ s pt, uq " φ 0 pt´s, uq and ψ s pt, uq " ψ 0 pt´s, uq, again for all 0 ď s ď t and u P U.
Note that the left-hand side of (3) is always well-defined and bounded in absolute value by 1, due to the definition of U.
Remark 2.2. Comparing Definition 2.1 with the definition of an affine process in [8] (which treats the time-homogeneous case) and [12] (which treats the time-inhomogeneous case), we have replaced the Markov assumption of [8, 12] with a semimartingale assumption. In view of [8, Thm. 2.12] this seems to slightly restrict the scope of the definition, since it excludes non-conservative processes. On the other hand, and this is the central point of our paper, we do not impose a stochastic continuity assumption on X, as has been done in [8, 12] . It turns out that omitting this assumption leads to a significantly larger class of stochastic processes and to a substantial extension of the results in [8, 12] .
To continue, we introduce two further definitions related to affine semimartingales. The first definition is related to the support of the process X. The support of a generic random variable X, i.e. the smallest closed set C such that P pX P Cq " 1, is denoted by supppXq. For a set A we denote by convpAq its convex hull, i.e. the smallest convex set containing A. Definition 2.3. We say that an affine semimartingale X has full support, if convpsupppX t" D for all t ą 0.
Under the full-support condition, φ and ψ are uniquely specified: Lemma 2.4. Let X be an affine semimartingale of full support. Then φ s pt, uq and ψ s pt, uq are uniquely specified by (3) for all 0 ă s ď t and u P U.
Proof. Fix 0 ă s ď t and suppose that r φ s pt, uq and r ψ s pt, uq are also continuous in u P U and satisfy (3). Write p s pt, uq :" r φ s pt, uq´φ s pt, uq and q s pt, uq :" r φ s pt, uq´φ s pt, uq. Due to (3) it must hold that (ii) For all 0 ă s ď t, the functions u Þ Ñ φ s´p t, uq and u Þ Ñ ψ s´p t, uq are continuous on U.
Remark 2.6. Definition 2.5 should be compared to the assumptions imposed in [8] and [12] . In both papers technical 'regularity conditions' are defined. In [8, 12] φ and ψ are automatically continuous in their first argument, due to the stochastic continuity of X. In addition they are assumed continuously differentiable from the right, with a derivative that is continuous in u. Thus, (i) and (ii) are clearly milder than the regularity assumptions in [8] or [12] .
2.2.
First results on φ and ψ. We proceed to show first analytic results on the functions φ and ψ from (3).
Lemma 2.7. Let X be an affine semimartingale with full support. Then, (i) the function u Þ Ñ φ s pt, uq maps U to C ď0 and u Þ Ñ ψpt, uq maps U to U, for all 0 ă s ď t, (ii) φ and ψ satisfy the semi-flow property, i.e. for all 0 ă s ď r ď t and u P U, φ s pt, uq" φ r pt, uq`φ s pr, ψ r pt, uqq, φ t pt, uq " 0 ψ s pt, uq" ψ s pr, ψ r pt, uqq, ψ t pt, uq " u.
Proof. To show the first property, recall that by Equation (3) we have
for all u P U and 0 ď s ď t. Since xRe u, X t y ď 0, a.s., the left hand side is bounded by one in absolute value. Thus, also
Re φ s pt, uq`xRe ψ s pt, uq, X s y ď 0, a.s.
and consequently
Re φ s pt, uq`xRe ψ s pt, uq, xy ď 0, for all x P supppX s q.
Taking arbitrary convex combinations of these inequalities and using that convpsupppX s" D by the full-support condition, we obtain that the inequality must in fact hold for all x P D. Since D is a cone this implies that Re φ s pt, uq ď 0 and ψpt, uq P U, proving (i).
To show the semi-flow equations we apply iterated expectations to the left hand side of (5), yielding
" exp`φ s pr, uq`φ s pr, ψ r pt, uqq`xψ s pr, ψ r pt, uqq, X s y˘.
Note that the exponent on the right hand side is continuous in u and that the same holds true for (5) . By the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 2.4 we conclude that φ s pt, uq`xψ s pt, uq, xy " φ s pr, uq`φ s pr, ψ r pt, uqq`xψ s pr, ψ r pt, uqq, xy ,
for all x P D. Since the linear hull of D is R d the semi-flow equations (4) follow. Note that the terminal conditions ψ t pt, uq " u and φ t pt, uq " 0 are a simple consequence of E r exppxu, X t yq| F t s " exppxu, X t yq and the uniqueness property from Lemma 2.4.
Remark 2.8. Note that s " 0 is excluded from the semi-flow equations, since the fullsupport condition does not apply to the initial value X 0 of X. However, as soon as quasiregularity is imposed, the càdlàg property of φ and ψ immediately allows to extend the semi-flow equations also to s " 0.
Remark 2.9. To express the semi-flow equations in a more succinct matter, it is sometimes convenient to introduce the following 'big-flow'-notation. Define the set p U :" C ď0ˆU and denote its elements by p u " pu 0 , uq. Define
Part (i) of Lemma 2.7 is equivalent to the claim that u Þ Ñ Ψ s pt, uq maps p U to p U and part (ii) is equivalent to Ψ s pt, p uq " Ψ s pr, Ψ r pt, p uqq,
for all 0 ă s ď r ď t and p u P p U.
Lemma 2.10. Let X be a quasi-regular affine semimartingale. Then,
E " e xu,Xty |F s´‰ " exp`φ s´p t, uq`xψ s´p t, uq, X s´y˘, @ 0 ă s ď t, u P U.
If in addition X has full support, it also holds that
Proof. The first expression, (6), follows by taking left limits in t on both sides of (3). On the right hand side, the limit is well-defined by the càdlàg property of φ and ψ in t. On the left hand side, dominated convergence and the càdlàg property of X yield (6). Equation (7) follows from a similar argument, now taking left limits in s. Indeed, note that for any integrable random variable Y martingale convergence yields that that
follows by evaluating (7) at s " t and noting that ∆φ t pt, uq " φ t pt, uq´φ t´p t, uq "´φ t´p t, uq, and ∆ψ t pt, uq " ψ t pt, uq´ψ t´p t, uq " u´ψ t´p t, uq, due to Lemma 2.7.
Lemma 2.11. Let X be a quasi-regular affine semimartingale with full support. Then, (i) for all ps, uq P R 0ˆU the functions for all 0 ă s ď t and u P U. (v) For all u P U and 0 ď s ă t it holds that ∆φ s pt´, uq " ∆φ s ps, ψ s pt´, uqq, ∆ψ s pt´, uq " ∆ψ s ps, ψ s pt´, uqq.
Proof. We show claims (i), (ii) and (iii) for ψ only. The proof can easily be extended to φ, e.g. by using the 'Big flow' argument of Remark 2.9. To show right continuity in (i), we write
" ψ s´p t, ψ t pt, uqq " ψ s´p t, uq.
Here, we have used the flow property, the continuity of ψ s´p t, uq in u and finally the rightcontinuity of ψ s pt, uq in t. As for the left limit, the equality
shows that the left limit exists. Moreover,
shows exchangeability of the limits in (ii). Claim (iii) follows from the semi-flow equations (4) by taking left limits in s, left limits in t, or both. Similarly, claim (iv) follows from (6) by taking left limits in s, or from (7) by taking left limits in t.
For (v) we apply the semi-flow property (4) for r " s and obtain that ∆φ s pt´, uq " φ s pt´, uq´φ s´p t´, uq " φ s ps, ψ s pt, uqq´φ s´p s, ψ s pt, uqq and the first part of (9) follows. The second part follows analogously.
In order to make efficient use of the full-support condition, we introduce the following convention: Given an affine semimartingale X, a tuple X " pX 0 , . . . , X d q represents d`1 stochastically independent copies of X. Formally, the tuple X can be realized on the product space pΩ n , F bd , pF bd t q tě0 q equipped with the associated product measure. Moreover, for any points ξ 0 , . . . , ξ d in R d , we define the pd`1qˆpd`1q-matrix
The matrix-valued process Θ t is formed by inserting X " pX 0 , . . . , X d q into H, i.e. we set
Lemma 2.12. Let s ą 0 and let X be an affine semimartingale with full support. Then there exists ą 0 and a set E P F s with P pEq ą 0, such that the matrices Θ t pωq and Θ t´p ωq; are regular for all pt, ωq P ps, s` qˆE.
Proof. Define the first hitting time τ :" inftt ą s : Θ t singular, or Θ t´s ingularu.
Since the set of singular matrices is a closed subset of the vector space of R pd`1qˆpd`1q -matrices, τ is a stopping time, cf. [32, Thm. 1.4] . Moreover, by monotone convergence, we have lim nÑ8 P´Θ t and Θ t´r egular for all t P ps, s`1{nq¯" lim nÑ8 Ppτ ě s`1{nq " Ppτ ą sq.
If we can show that Ppτ ą sq ą 0, then the claim follows by choosing N large enough and setting " 1{N and E " tτ ě s`1{N u. But by right-continuity of X, the set tω : τ pωq ą su is equal to tω : Θ s pωq is regularu and it remains to show that Θ s is regular with strictly positive probability. To this end, we use the full support condition convpsupppX s" D to find d`1 convex independent points ξ 0 , . . . , ξ d in supppX s q. Recalling the definition of H in (10) , it follows that Hpξ 0 , . . . , ξ d q is regular. Since the set of regular matrices is open we find δ ą 0 such that even Hpy 0 , . . . , y d q is regular for all y i P U δ pξ i q, i P t0, . . . , du, where U δ pξ i q is the open ball of radius δ centered at ξ i . Now, by independence of X 0 , . . . , X d , it follows that
Since for each i P t0, . . . , du the intersection of U δ pξ i q with the support of X s is non-empty, all probabilities are strictly positive, and the proof is complete. xu,ξy p s,t px, dξq " e φspt,uq`xψspt,uq,xy , x P D, u P U.
Proof. It suffices to show that the right side of (12) is the Fourier transform of a probability measure on D for all x P D and 0 ă s ď t. Indeed, once the family pp s,t q 0ďsďt is defined through (12) , the semiflow equations (4) ensure that it satisfies the ChapmanKolmogorov equations. By the Kolmogorov existence theorem (see, e.g., [21, Theorem 8.4] ), this guarantees the existence of a unique Markov process with transition kernels pp s,t q 0ďsďt . Under condition (ii), the support of X s contains all points x P D, such that the existence of the probability measures p s,t px, dξq follows immediately from (3). Under condition (i) p s,t px, dξq exists and satisfies (12) a priori only for x P supppX s q. Under the assumption of infinite divisibility it follows that the right hand side defines a kernel p s,t px, dξq also for all x P convpsupppX s qq. By the full-support condition convpsupppX s" D for all s ą 0, completing the proof.
The characterization of affine semimartingales
In this section we derive the representation of affine semimartingales via their semimartingale characteristics as well as generalized measure Riccati equations for the coefficients φ and ψ. It turns out, that the class of affine semimartingales substantially generalizes the class of stochastically continuous affine processes: first, jumps at fixed time points are allowed and second, the jump height may depend on the state of the process.
Throughout, we will use the short-hand notation α " pα 0 ,ᾱq for a generic d`1-dimensional vector α " pα 0 , . . . , α d q. Moreover, we denote by S d the convex cone of symmetric positive semi-definite dˆd matrices. Given characteristics pB, C, νq of a semimartingale X, recall from [19, Eq. II.1.23, Prop. II.2.6] that C is always continuous and B can be decomposed as B " B c`ř ∆B. Furthermore, also a 'continuous part' ν c of ν can be defined by J :" tpω, tq : νpω, ttu, Dq ą 0u
We introduce the following definition, which will be needed to formulate our main results.
Definition 3.1. Let A be a non-decreasing càdlàg function with continuous part A c and jump points J A :" tt ě 0|∆A t ą 0u. Let pγ, β, α, µq " pγ i , β i , α i , µ i q iPt0,...,du be functions
pµ i pt,¨qq tě0 are families of Borel measures on Dzt0u with ş Dzt0u p1`|x| 2 qµ i pt, dxq ă 8. We call pA, γ, β, α, µq a good parameter set if for all i P t0, . . . , du, (i) α i and β i are locally integrable w.r.t.
Theorem 3.2. Let X be a quasi-regular affine semimartingale with full support. Then there exists a good parameter set pA, γ, β, α, µq such that the semimartingale characteristics pB, C, νq of X w.r.t. the truncation function h satisfy, P-a.s. for any t ą 0,
Moreover, for all pT, uq P p0, 8qˆU, the functions φ and ψ are absolutely continuous w.r.t A and solve the following generalized measure Riccati equations: their continuous parts satisfy dφ
dA c -a.e., where
while their jumps are given by ∆φ t pT, uq "´γ 0 pt, ψ t pT, uqq
and their terminal conditions are
Remark 3.3. Note that the parameter set pA, γ, β, α, µq is not uniquely determined: indeed, consider some increasing function A 1 such that A ! A 1 and write g " dA dA 1 for the RadonNikodym density of A with respect to A 1 . It is easy to see that all statements of the theorem remain true for the alternative parameter set pA 1 , γ, gβ, gα, gµq.
The distribution of the jumps of the affine semimartingale occurring at fixed times t can directly be characterized as follows.
Lemma 3.4. Let X be a quasi-regular affine semimartingale of full support and with characteristics pB, C, νq.
(a) For any pt, uq P p0, 8qˆU, ż D´e xu,ξy´1¯ν pω; ttu, dξq " exp´´∆φ t pt, uq´x∆ψ t pt, uq, X t´y¯´1 .
(b) Set (18) hold true and γ " pγ 0 ,γq is a good parameter in the sense of Definition 3.1 whenever
Proof. By definition, νpttu, dξq is the dual predictable projection of δ ∆Xt pdξq such that (by Proposition II 1.17 in [19] ) ż D´e xu,ξy´1¯ν pω; ttu, dξq " E "´e
t´ı .
Combining with (8) , claim (a) follows. For (b), let t P J ν . Then, there exists an u P U, such that the left hand side of (20) is non-zero. Thus also the right hand side is non-zero and we conclude that either φ t pt, uq ‰ 0 or ψ t pt, uq ‰ 0. It follows that t P J φ,ψ and hence that J ν Ď J φ,ψ . For the other direction let t P J φ,ψ and choose an u P U such that ∆φ t pt, uq ‰ 0 or ∆ψ t pt, uq ‰ 0. Together with the full-support condition on X we conclude that the right hand side of (20) is non-zero with strictly positive probability. The same must hold for the left hand side and we conclude that t P J ν and hence that J ν " J φ,ψ . For (c) note that γ has been defined in such a way that (20) becomes (14d). The jump equations (18) are a direct consequence of (9) . If J ν Ă J A , then γpt, uq " 0 whenever t R J A and it follows that γ is a good parameter.
We now focus on the continuous parts of the semimartingale characteristics, and make the following definition: For any affine semimartingale X with characteristics pB, C, νq and for pT, uq P R 0ˆU we define a complex-valued random measure on r0, T s by
where we write ψ t :" ψ t pT, uq for short.
Lemma 3.5. Let X be a quasi-regular affine semimartingale with a good version of its characteristics pB, C, νq, let pT, uq P p0, 8qˆU and let Gpdt, ω, T, uq be the complex-valued random measure defined in (22) . It holds that
as identity between measures on r0, T s.
Proof. For pT, uq P p0, 8qˆU consider the process
which is a càdlàg martingale with the terminal value M u,T T " exp pxu, X T yq. To alleviate notation we consider pT, uq fixed and write
with φ t :" φ t pT, uq and ψptq :" ψ t pT, uq. Applying the Itô-formula for semimartingales (cf.
where L is a local martingale and F is the predictable finite variation process
ż D´e ∆φs`xψs,Xs´`ξy´xψs´,Xs´y´1´x ψ s´, hpξqy¯νpω, ds, dξq
The jump part ∆F vanishes due to Lemma 3.4, and we are left with the continuous part
Recall that M is a martingale, and hence M " L and F " 0 on r0, T s, P-a.s. With (22) , F can be rewritten as
Since none of the measures appearing in (24) charges points, the left limits X s´, ψ s´c an be substituted by right limits X s , ψ s . Moreover, M s´i s nonzero everywhere and (23) follows.
Recall the definition (11) of the R pd`1qˆpd`1q -valued process pΘ t q tě0 . Similarily, we define d`1 independent copies of the complex-valued random measure Gpdt, ω, T, uq from Equation (22) and denote them by G 0 , . . . , G d , respectively. With this notation and for any pT, uq P R 0ˆU , the d`1 corresponding equations (23) can be written in matrix-vector form as
which holds P-a.s. as an identity between complex-valued measures on r0, T s. The next Lemma gives a 'local' version of the continuous part of Theorem 3.2.
Lemma 3.6. Let X be a quasi-regular affine semimartingale with full support and let τ P p0, 8q be a deterministic timepoint. Then there exists an interval I τ :" pτ, τ` q, where " pτ q ą 0, and good parameters pA c , β, α, µq on I τ . With respect to these parameters, and with F and R as in (17) , the measure Riccati equations (15) and (16) hold true for each pT, uq P R 0ˆU and t P I τ X r0, T s.
Remark 3.7. We emphasize that in this lemma the parameters pA c , β, α, µq as well as the functions F and R may depend on τ .
For a semimartingale X there exists a càdlàg, increasing, predictable, R 0 -valued process A starting in 0 and with continuous part A c , such that the semimartingale characteristics of X can be 'disintegrated' with respect to A. For the continuous parts pB c , C, ν c q of the characteristics, this implies the representation Proof. Let X 0 , . . . , X d be d`1 stochastically independent copies of X. Denote the semimartingale characteristics of X i by pB i , C i , ν i q and define G i pω; t, T, uq as in (22), i " 0, . . . , d. The semimartingale characteristics pB i , C i , ν i q can be disintegrated as in (26) . Since we consider only a finite collection of semimartingales, we may assume that the process A c s pωq is the same for each X i . By Lemma 2.12, there exists an interval I τ " pτ, τ` q, ą 0, and a set E P F with PpEq ą 0 and such that Θ t pωq is invertible for all pt, ωq P I τˆE . Multiplying (25) from the left with the inverse of this matrix yields
as an identity between complex-valued measures on I τ for all ω P E. Since PpEq ą 0, we can choose some particular ω˚P E where (27) holds. Setting
we observe that G xi pdt; ω˚, T, uq ! dA c t for each i P t0, . . . , du and conclude that also the left hand side of (27) is absolutely continuous with respect to A c on I τ . Denote by pb i , c i , K i q the disintegrated semi-martingale characteristics of X xi , as in (26) . Note that the random measures G xi pdt; ω, T, uq depend linearly on pb i , c i , K i q, which in light of (27) suggests to apply the linear transformation Θ t pωq´1 directly to the disintegrated semimartingale characteristics. Evaluating at ω˚, we hence define the deterministic functions pβ i , α i , µ i q iPt0,...,du on I τ by setting
Using these parameters, the functions F, R can be defined on I τ as in (17) . In combination with (27) it follows thaẗ
x0 pdt; ω˚, T, uq . . .
for t P I τ X r0, T s, which yields validity of the Riccati equations (15) and (16) on I τ .
Proof of Thm. 3.2. We consider first the continuous parts of the Riccati equations, and thereafter treat their jumps. Applying Lemma 3.6 to each τ P p0, 8q we obtain a family of intervals I τ , each with non-empty interior Iτ , such that pIτ q τ Pp0,8q is an open cover of the positive half-line p0, 8q. Since R 0 can be exhausted by compact sets such a cover has a countable subcover S. To each interval I P S, Lemma 3.6 associates good parameters pA c,I , β I , α I , ν I q. By countability of S there exists a continuous common dominating function A c : R 0 Ñ R 0 such that A c,I ! A c for all I P S. As discussed in Remark 3.3, passing from A c,I to A c has merely the effect of multiplying all parameters with the Radon-Nikodym derivative dA c . Hence, we may assume without loss of generality that A c,I " A c for each I P S.
Let now I andĨ be two intervals with non-empty intersection, taken from the countable subcover S. Denote by pA c , β, α, µq and pA c ,β,α,μq the respective parameter sets obtained for these intervals by application of Lemma 3.6 and by pF, Rq and pF ,Rq the corresponding functions defined by (17) . We say that these two parameter sets are compatible if they agree (up to a dA c t -nullset) on the intersection I XĨ. Once we have shown compatibility for arbitrary intervals I andĨ it is clear that we can find a single good parameter set pA; β, α, µq, defined on the whole real half-line R 0 , such that the Riccati equations (15) and (16) 
Applying equation (28) once on the interval I and once onĨ yields
Let now TˆE be a countable dense subset of R 0ˆU . Taking the union over the countable set TˆE we obtain from (29) that Rpt, ψ t pT, uqq "Rpt, ψ t pT, uqq for all pT, uq P TˆE and t P pI XĨ X r0, T sqzN,
where N is a dA c t -nullset, independent of pT, uq. The next step is to 'evaluate' (30) at T " t and to use that ψ t pt, uq " u by taking limits in the countable set T . Observe that as functions of Lévy-Khintchine-form (cf. (17)) both F and R are continuous in u. By denseness of T in R 0 we can find a sequence pT n q Ď T such that T n Ó t as n Ñ 8.
Together with the right-continuity of ψ t pT, uq in T this yields
for all u P E. Using continuity of F and R in u, Equation (31) 
2 Furthermore, define gpω, t, T, uq :" xψ t , b t pωqy`1 2 xψ t , c t pωqψ t y`(32)
ψ t , hpξqy¯K t pω, dξq, which can be considered as the disintegrated analogue of (22) . Combining (25) with the Riccati equations, we obtain that
for all pT, uq P R 0ˆU and t P r0, T s. By the uniqueness of the Lebesgue decomposition we conclude that # a t pωqgpω, t, T, uq " Θ t pωq¨Rpt, ψ t pT, uqq, dA c t´a .e gpω, t, T, uq " 0, dS t pωq´a.e.
As in the first part of the proof, we consider a countable dense subset TˆE of R 0ˆU . Taking the union over all pT, uq in TˆE and repeating the density arguments of (31) we find an dA c t -nullset N 1 and a dS t pωq-nullset N 2 , such that # a t pωqgpω, t, t, uq " Θ t pωq¨Rpt, uq, for all t P R 0 zN 1 , u P E gpω, t, t, uq " 0, for all t P R 0 zN 2 , u P E.
As functions of u, both sides are of Lévy-Khintchine-form. In addition, E is dense in U, which allows us to conclude from the first equation that
t q for all t P R 0 zN 1 and from the second equation that b t pωq " 0, c t pωq " 0, K t pωq " 0, dS t pωq´a.e.
Integrating with respect to A c t pωq and adding up yields (14) .
2 Note that our argument does not require measurability of ω Þ Ñ aspωq or ω Þ Ñ Stpωq.
To conclude the proof, we finally turn to the discontinuous part. Note that Lemma 3.4 already provides us with parameters γ, a set J ν and the validity of (14c) and (18) . Taking the continuous increasing function A c from the first part of the proof and inserting jumps of strictly positive hight at each time t P J ν we obtain an increasing function A with continuous part A c and jump set J A " J ν . Note that the heights of the jumps are arbitrary; for example the values of the summable series p2´nq nPN can be taken. Together, pA, γ, α, β, µq is now a good parameter set in the sense of Definition 3.1 and all parts of Theorem 3.2 have been shown.
Existence
In this section we show the existence of affine semimartingales under mild assumptions. While we have made no restriction on the state space D before, we consider throughout this section only the 'canonical state space' (cf. [8, 12] )
Note that for this state space, U takes the form U " C m ď0ˆi R n . In addition we have
as in [8] . For notational simplicity we denote I " t1,¨¨¨, mu, J " tm`1,¨¨¨, du, and Izi :" Iz tiu, J Y i :" J Y tiu for any i. Finally, we introduce the following short-hand notations: for two subsets I, J Ă t1, . . . , du we denote by a IJ the submatrix of a with indices in IˆJ, i.e a IJ :" pa ij q iPI, jPI and for a vector B " pB 0 , B 1 ,¨¨¨, B d q we denotē B " pB 1 ,¨¨¨, B d q.
Recall from Theorem 3.2 that an affine semimartingale X has a good parameter set pA, γ, α, β, µq. To show existence of an affine semimartingale given a good parameter set we also need to take into account the geometry of our state space. In [8] this was done by introducing admissibility conditions on the parameters. In the following definition we extend this notion to our setting. Definition 4.1. A good parameter set pA, γ, α, β, µq is called admissible, if (i) for A c -almost all t P R 0 , ‚ α i ptq P S d for all i P t0,¨¨¨, du, α 0;II ptq " 0 and α i;Izi,Izi " 0, i P t1,¨¨¨, du, ‚ βptq P DˆR dˆd such thatβ IJ ptq " 0 and β i;Izi ptq P R d´1 ě0 for all i P I ‚ µptq is a vector of Lévy measures with support on D such that µ i ptq " 0 for all t ě 0 for i P J and M i ptq ă 8 for i P I Y 0, where,
and the continuous truncation function h :
(ii) for all t P J A and all x P D, exp pγ 0 pt,¨q`xγ pt,¨q, xyq is the characteristic function of a D-valued random variable.
Proposition 4.2. Let X be a quasi-regular affine semimartingale of full support with good parameter set pA, γ, α, β, µq. Suppose that either supp X t " D for all t ą 0 or that X t has infinitely divisible distribution for all t ą 0.Then the parameters pA, γ, α, β, µq are admissible.
Proof. By Lemma 2.13, X can be realized as a (time-inhomogeneous) Markov process with transition kernel p s,t px, dξq. Set f u pxq " e xu,xy for u P U. Similar to the proofs of admissibility in [8] 
" lim hÓ0 exp pφ s´h ps, uq`xψ s´h ps, uq, xyq´e xu,xy
A s´As´h .
For A c -almost all s P R 0 , there exists a sequence ph n q nPN , decreasing to 0, along which the limit exists (c.f. the main Theorem in [5] or [2, Theorem 5.8.8]). From (7), together with (15) and (16), we can identify the limit to be G s f u pxq " pF ps, uq`xRps, uq, xyq f u pxq.
(37)
For t P J A , we obtain from (8),
φsps,uq´x∆ψsps,uq,xy´1¯¨1
On the other hand we obtain from the transition functions that
The integral term in the last line can be interpreted as the log-characteristic function of a compound Poisson distribution with intensity 1{ pA s´As´hn q, which is infinitely divisible. By (37) and (38) the above limit exists and is continuous at u " 0. This implies that the compound Poisson distributions converge to a distribution that is also infinitely divisible. Hence the l.h.s. of (37) and (38) are log-characteristic functions of infinitely divisible distributions and therefore of Lévy-Khintchine form. From here the admissibility of pα, β, µq at points of continuity of A follows on the same lines as in [8] .
In the following we prove existence of a Markov process that is an affine semimartingale for every starting point. In this regard we require further assumptions. Assumption 4.3. γ 0 andγ i pt,¨q are of Lévy-Khintchine form for all i P t1,¨¨¨, du and t P J A .
Under this assumption, we can write the components of γ, divided by the jump heights of A as 1
where we use the parameters pβ, α, µq of X and only modify them on the A c -nullset J A . We will refer to these modified parameters as enhanced parameters. Note that the enhanced parameters now satisfy conditions in (i) of Definition 4.1 for dA-almost all (not just dA calmost all t). The enhanced parameters also allow us to combine F with γ and R withγ by setting
Both F and R are of Lévy-Khintchine form and the continuous part (15)- (16) and discontinuous part (18) of the measure Riccati equations can be combined into the integral equation
Finally, we add an integrability assumption on the enhanced parameters:
Assumption 4.4. The enhanced parameters pα, β, Mq are locally integrable with respect to A.
Proposition 4.5. Let pA, γ, α, β, µq be an admissible good parameter set satisfying Assumptions 4.3 and 4.4. Then, for all pT, uq P p0, 8qˆU˝there exists a unique solution pφ . pT, uq, ψ . pT, uqq on r0, T s to the generalized measure Riccati equations (14)- (19) In the following let u " pv, wq P U with v P C m ď0 and w P iR n . We will also use the convention ş pa,bs
to shorten notation in some places.
Proof. We only need to show existence of a unique global solution to equation (40). Existence and uniqueness for (39) follows by simple integration (note that φ does not appear on the right hand side of (39)). Due to the admissibility conditions the equation for ψ can be split into an equation for the components ψ I " pψ i q i P I and a decoupled linear equation for the components with i P J (see also [8, Sec. 6] ), which can be written as:
This linear equation can be solved according to Example A.4 in the Appendix which yields a function with linear dependency on the starting value w, i.e.,
The existence and uniqueness of a local solution to the generalized measure Riccati equation (40) is a consequence of Theorem A.3 in the appendix. Indeed, Rpt, pv, wqq is of Lévy Khintchine form, hence analytical in v by Lemma 5.3(i) in [8] and thus locally Lipschitz continuous in u with a Lipschitz constant that can be chosen A-integrable, due to the integrability of the enhanced parameters pα, β, µq.
To extend the local solution to the entire time-horizon we adopt the proof in [8] to our setting. Let g p¨, T, uq be a local solution to the Riccati equations with terminal condition u P U˝at time T . We have to show that g extends -backwards in time -to a global solution on r0, T s. Consider the life time of g in Uτ T,u :" lim sup nÑ8 ! t P R`| }g pt, T, uq} ě n or g pt, T, uq P pU˝q ) .
For the existence on the entire time horizon τ T,u has to be zero, for all u P U˝. Similar to [8, equation (6.8) ] we obtain from the Lévy-Khintchine form of R for dA-almost-all t that
where Cptq is a constant independent of u, for all t. The integrability of the parameters of R allows to choose C as also being A-integrable. Hence the local solution g satisfies the following integral inequality Note that cpx 2´x q ă´x as long as c ě 0 and x ă 0. Hence, f¨pT, uq ă 0 for all u P U˝. For the upper bound we consider the squared norm of ψ
With
Using the same calculations as Proposition 6.1 in [8] we obtain the following estimate:
@u " pv, wq P U.
From the dA-integrability of M, it follows that C, which is independent of u, can be chosen A-integrable. Inserting the above equation into (43) we obtain
Gronwalls inequality for measure differential equations (c.f. [17, Corollary 19.3.3]) yields
With (41) this shows that the solution can not explode and thus τ T,u " 0, i.e., we have a solution on r0, T s.
Proposition 4.6. Let pφ, ψq be a solution to the generalized measure Riccati equations (15)- (19) . Then it holds that (i) for each u P U and s ă t the left limits φ ps, t´, uq " lim εÓ0 φ ps, t´εq , and ψ ps, t´, uq " lim εÓ0 ψ ps, t´ε, uq exist.
(ii) For all u " pv, wq P U and s ď t, ψ J ps, t, pv, 0qq " 0. (iii) pφ, ψq satisfy the semiflow property, i.e. let r ď s ď t then for all u P Uφ r pt, uq " φ s pt, uq`φ r ps, ψ s pt, uqq and φ t pt, uq " 0, ψ r pt, uq " ψ r ps, ψ s pt, uqq and ψ t pt, uq " u.
(iv) For all t P r0, T s and K Ă U compact sup uPK,sďt }ψ s pt, uq} ă 8.
Proof. The first assertion follows from the integral representation of φ and ψ. The second assertion is a consequence of the admissibility conditions and Assumption 4.3. Regarding (iii), Let s ď t, u P U˝and define f prq :" ψ r ps, ψ s pt, uqq , for 0 ď r ď s.
Plugging equation (40) into the above definition we see that -on r0, ss -f satisfies the same measure Riccati equation as ψ r pt, uq:
R´w, f pwq¯dA s By uniqueness of the Riccati equation we infer f prq " ψ pr, t, uq. A simple calculation exploiting the above and equation (40) shows the equation for φ. Assertion (iv) follows readily from Equations (41) and (44). For the proof of this proposition we introduce the following notation (see [8] ). Let C denote the convex cone of functions φ : U Ñ C ě0 of the form φ puq " xAw, wy`xB, uy´C
for u :" pv, wq P U, where A P S n , B P D, C P R 0 and M pdξq is a nonnegative Borel measure on Dzt0u integrating 
Proof. The proof splits into four steps. In the first part of the proof we show, under some restrictions of the form of F, R, that the solutions pφ, ψq of the generalized measure Riccati equations are in CˆC d , which follows similar to Proposition 7.4 (ii) in [8] . Suppose that, for all i P I, ż Dzt0u h i pξq µ i pdξq ă 8
In this case R I can be written in the form R I i pt, uq "R I i pt, uq´c i ptqv i , i P I withR i P C and c i P R`for A-almost all t P R`. Therefore, the generalized measure Riccati equation (40) In the second part we prepare for the approximation argument of part three and establish continuous dependence of a solution to the generalized measure Riccati equations on the right hand side, i.e. convergence in L 1 pdAqˆpuoc. on Uq of the right hand side implies convergence of the solution in pdA´a.e.qˆpuoc. on Uq; here (uoc. on U) means uniformly on compact subsets of U. Indeed, let K Ď U compact and R,R with good and admissible parameters and dA-integrable, such that
Denote the solution corresponding toR byψ and examine the difference with ψ:ˇˇψ t pT, uq´ψ t pT, uqˇˇď Ifψ stays in K we can estimate the second summand by δ and obtain with Proposition 4.6(4) in conjunction with the local Lipschitz-continuity of R (with A-integrable Lipschitz constant)ˇˇψ
By Gronwalls lemma for Stieltjes differential equation (c.f. [17, Corallary 19.3.3] ) the difference satisfiesˇˇˇψ
Now suppose
This means the difference is less than α for all t P " τ, T ‰ due to the common terminal value of ψ andψ and the continuity from the right. By (50) we can choose δ small enough, such thatˇˇψ t pT, uq´ψ t pT, uqˇˇď α Lτ ∆Aτ`1 . Thereforeψ can not leave the α-neighborhood continuously, but only by a jump. However, ψ satisfies ∆ψ t pT, uq " R pt, ψ t pT, uqq ∆A t at points of discontinuity (similarly forψ) from which it follows thatˇˇψ t pT, uq´ψ t pT, uqˇˇď αL τ pL τ`1 q´1 ă α -a contradiction. This proves the continuous dependence on the right hand side.
In 
where
e can simplify and estimate the expressions in (52)
where C does not depend on u or ξ˚. Integrability of the above quantities w.r.t. A follows from the positive semi-definiteness of αptq and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. This implies convergence ofR l to R in pL 1 pdAqqˆpuoc. on Uq due to the construction ofR. Finally, we come to the fourth and last part. From (46) it now follows, that for every pt, xq P r0, T sˆD and s P r0, ts, there exists a unique, sub-stochastic measure p s,t ps,¨q on D with ż D e xu,ξy p s,t px, dξq " e φps,t,uq`xψps,t,uq,xy , @u P U.
The semiflow property of pφ, ψq ensures that the family of measures pp s,t q sďtPr0,T s satisfies the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation. Hence, by the Kolmogorov existence theorem (see e.g. [21, Theorem 8.4 ] there exists a D-valued Markov process X on r0, T s with transition kernels pp s,t q sďtPr0,T s . By definition, X satisfies the affine property (3) for all u P U.
Proposition 4.9. Let x P D and pX, P x q xPD be the Markov process from Proposition 4.8. Then, for any x P D there exists a stopping time τ ą 0, such that there is modification of X that is a càdlàg affine P x -semimartingale, on r0, τ q.
Proof. Let ∆ denote the cemetery state of the (possible non-conservative) Markov process X. With the stopping time τ X " inftt ą 0|X t´" ∆ or X t " ∆u the processX t :" X t 1 ttďτ X u is a conservative Markov process. Let T ă 8. By definition of X we get that
is a P x -martingale. By construction, X is right-continuous in probability since φ and ψ are càdlàg in both time parameters. With Theorem 7.27 in [21] we see that the above martingale has a càdlàg modification. Therefore, we can assume w.l.o.g that X has been modified, such that both sides of (56) are càdlàg in t. Let u " pv, wq. By equation (41) e 1 q , . . . , ψ I t pT´, e m q are linearly independent for all t P ps, T q. Thuŝ X I is a semimartingale on ps, T q. The same argument can be employed to the right of T , i.e there exists S ą T such that for all t P rT, sq the vectors ψ Remark 4.10. For notational simplicity we assumed that γ 0 is of Lévy-Khintchine form. This assumption can be weakened. The above proof remains true for any γ 0 : J AˆU Ñ U that is the log-characteristic function of a D-valued random variable, for all t P J A , and locally summable on J A uniformly on compacts in U.
Examples and Applications
We begin this section with first examples which illustrate several aspects of stochastic discontinuities within affine semimartingales.
After that, we study affine semimartingales in discrete time in Section 5.1. In Section 5.2 we glance at the application of affine semimartingales to stock prices with dividends and in Section 5.3 we consider a new class of affine term structure models allowing for stochastic discontinuities.
Example 5.1. Consider the following discrete-time variant of the (time-inhomogeneous) Poisson process: let X 0 " x P N where we again write X 0 for X x 0 without further mentioning the dependence on x. Furthermore, assume that X is constant except for t P t1, 2, . . . u and assume that ∆X n P t0, 1u, n P t1, 2, . . . u are independent with P p∆X n " 1q " p n P p0, 1q. Then X is an affine semimartingale because for 0 ď s ď t,
φ n puqw here φ n puq " Ere u∆Xn s " e u pp n`e´u p1´p n" exppu`logpp n`e´u p1´p n.
Clearly, it may happen that ∆X n " 0 while φpu, n, tq´φpu, n´, tq " φ n puq ‰ 0. Stochastic discontinuity is reflected by having jumps at t P t1, 2, . . . u with positive probability. The considered process falls in the class of point processes whose associated jump measure is an extended Poisson measure, see II.1c in [19] . In contrast to Poisson processes, X is not quasi-left continuous. In summary, X is a process with independent increments, but not a time-inhomogeneous Lévy process.˛
The following example illustrates how one can construct stochastically discontinuous affine semimartingales from stochastically continuous ones, even from affine semimartingales without jumps, through a suitable (discontinuous) time-change. Example 5.2. This example is inspired by [15] : consider an affine semimartingale X which is stochastically continuous (as treated in [8] and [12] ). We assume that D denotes the state space of the affine semimartingale and that φ and ψ are the characteristics of X as in (3) .
Let tt 1 ă¨¨¨ă t N u Ă R ě0 be some time points and
is an affine semimartingale in the sense of Definition 2.1. Note thatX is in general not stochastically continuous, as it jumps with positive probability at the time points t i , i " 1, . . . , N . Indeed, by the affine property of X and using iterated conditional expectations, we obtain for t k ď t ă t k`1 ,
since X is affine; here we set u 1 :"
The affine characteristics ofX are directly obtained from Equation (58).T he above example suggests that even more complex variants of the transformation considered in (57) stay in the affine class. The following example shows that this is not always the case. Example 5.3. Consider an affine process X and let
Then Y is in general not affine because for 1 ď s ă t, Ere uYt |F s s " e uX1¨eφspt,uq`ψspt,uqXs ‰ eφ spt,uq`ψspt,uqXs as in general ψ s pt, uq ‰ u. However, pX, Y q J is affine, a property prominently used in bond option pricing.T he class of affine semimartingales is a true subclass of affine Markov processes in general. The following example illustrates the gap between these classes.
Example 5.4. Consider a deterministic, one-dimensional process X t pωq " f ptq, t ě 0 with a function f of infinite variation. For example one may choose one path of a Brownian motion -in this case f is even continuous. Then X is affine in the sense that its Fourier transform has exponential affine form, as
Hence X satisfies Equation 2.1 with φ s pt, uq " uf ptq and ψ s pt, uq " 0. Note, however, that t Þ Ñ φ s pt, uq is of infinite variation, such that it is not a quasi-regular affine semimartingale in the sense of Definition 2.1. In the case of processes with independent increments the gap to those processes which are also semimartingales can be completely classified, see Section II.4.c in [19] . A study of the gap between the (semimartingale) affine processes studied here and Markov processes satisfying (2.1) but are not semimartingales is beyond the scope of this article.Ǫ ther than affine transitions at the discontinuity points t 1 , . . . , t N are also possible, as the following example illustrates.
Example 5.5. Let N be a Poisson process with intensity λ. This is also an affine process with affine characteristics ψ s pt, uq " u and φ s pt, uq " λ pt´sq pe u´1 q. Let α a Bernoulli distributed random Variable with P pα "´1q " 1 2 and β a standard normal random variable. Further let α, β and N be mutually independent. Consider a (deterministic) time τ ą 0 and the process given by
together with the (augmented) filtration generated by σpN s , α1 tτ ďsu , β1 tτ ďsu : s ď tq. We compute the conditional characteristic function of X. At first let s ă τ ď t;
E " e xu,XtyˇF s In the second case where τ ď s ď t, we have
exp`φ ps, t, uq`uX s˘.
Hence X is an affine process with affine characteristicsφ andψ given bỹ φ s pt, uq " φ s pt, uq`1 tsăτ ďtu`l og pcosh uqψ s pt, uq " ψ sˆτ , ψ τ pt, uq`1 tsăτ ďtu
Note that the process X does not have full convex support since it is supported on the positive real whole numbers for before the jump and might take negative values after τ .5 .1. Affine processes in discrete time. In the considered semimartingale approach, affine processes in discrete time can also be embedded into continuous time. This allows us to obtain a full treatment of affine processes in discrete time as special case of our general results. Note that any discrete time process is of finite variation and hence a semimartingale such that as a matter of fact, Definition 2.1 covers all discrete-time affine processes in finite dimension.
We use the time series notation for a process in discrete time and consider without loss of generality the time points 0, 1, 2, . . . Consider a complete probability space pΩ, F , P q and a filtration in discrete timeF " pF n q ně0 . Definition 5.6. The time series pX n q ně0 is called affine if it isF-adapted and there exist C and C d -valued càdlàg functions φ n pm, uq and ψ n pm, uq, respectively, such that E " e xu,Xmy |F n ‰ " exp`φ n pm, uq`xψ n pm, uq,X n y˘ (59) holds for all u P iR d and 0 ď n ď m, n, m P N 0 . It is called time-homogeneous, if φ n pm, uq " φ 0 pn´m, uq ": φ m´n puq and ψ n pm, uq " ψ 0 pm´n, uq ": ψ m´n puq, again for all u P iR d and 0 ď s ď t.
To emphasize the filtration we are working with, we will sometimes callXF-affine. We associate to the time series pX n q ně0 the piecewise-constant embedding into continuous time
with rts " n if n ď t ă n`1. ThenX is càdlàg, of finite variation and hence a semimartingale. In a similar way we let F t "F rts and obtain the associated filtration in continuous time. Usual conditions are not needed here.
Note that even if the affine time series is time-homogeneous, the associated continuoustime affine process X will not be time-homogeneous in general: for 0 ă ă 1 E " e xu,Xm` y |F n ‰ " exp`φ n pm` , uq`xψ n pm` , uq, X n y"
exp`φ n pm, uq`xψ n pm, uq, X n yw hich would give φ m` ´n puq " φ m´n puq while on the other hand
exp`φ n´1 pm, uq`xψ n´1 pm, uq, X n´1 yw hich would give φ m´n puq " φ m´pn´1q puq thus rendering X to be constant. Time inhomogeneity in discrete time is therefore a strictly weaker concept than in continuous time. However, in the reverse direction we have a positive result.
Remark 5.7. If X is a homogeneous continuous-time F-affine process, it follows immediately that the time-seriesX isF-affine andX is time-homogeneous. Proposition 5.8. Let pXq be an affine time series with full support. Then φ and ψ satisfy the semiflow property φ n pm, uq " φ n pn 1 , ψ n 1 pm, uqq`φ n 1 pm, uq
for all 0 ď n ă n 1 ăď m, u P iR d .
Proof. We apply Theorem 3.2. First, note that
Hence, E " e xu,∆Xny |F n´1 ‰ " z n puq`P p∆X n " 0|F n´1 q " z n puq`1´z n p0q.
This yields by definition that
and from Equation (18) we recover that γ 0 pn, uq "´φ n´1 pn, uq and γ i pn, uq "´ψ n´1 pn, uqù . First, theorem 3.2 yields that ∆φ n`1 pm, uq "´φ n pn`1, ψ n pm, uqq,
i.e.
φ n pm, uq " φ n pn`1, ψ n`1 pm, uqq`φ n`1 pm, uq
for 0 ď n ă m and all u P iR d . By induction we obtain that φ satisfies the semiflow propertey φ n pm, uq " φ n pn 1 , ψ n 1 pm, uqq`φ n 1 pm, uq for all 0 ď n ă n 1 ă m and u P iR d . In similar spirit, Theorem 3.2 yields that ∆ψ n`1 pm, uq "´ψ n pn`1, ψ n`1 pm, uqq`ψ n`1 pm, uq which is equivalent to
and hence the semiflow property ψ n pm, uq " ψ n pn 1 , ψ n 1 pm, uqq for all 0 ď n ă n 1 ă m and u P iR d and the claim follows.
Remark 5.9. Despite the semiflow property one obtains directly from (63) and (64) that φ and ψ are unique solutions of the following difference equations φ n pn`1q " F pn, uq ψ n pn`1, uq´u " Rpn, uq φ n pm`1, uq " F pn, uq`φ n pm, u`Rpm, uqq ψ n pm`1, uq " ψ n pm, u`Rpm, uqq where the functions F and R are defined by the first two equations. With the notation of Theorem 3.2, F "´γ 0 and R i "´γ i . These equations and the above proposition are the content of Proposition 4.4 in [33] . The authors obtain the result directly from iterated conditional expectations. (1) is given byX n " αpnqX n´1` n where we assume that p n q are independent (not necessarily identically nor normally distributed). Then,X is affine, as
withF n´1 " σpX 0 , . . . , X n´1 q. The generalization to higher order requires an extension of the state space. So an AR(p) series gives an affine process pX n , . . . ,X n´p q něp .5
.2. Asset prices with dividends. Dividends and the relationship of a firm's asset prices have been discussed and analyzed since a long time, early contributions being for example [27, 28] or the approach proposed in [25] , for which we propose a dynamic generalization. Most notably, typical continuous-time models incorporate dividends via a dividend yield. While this approach does ease mathematical modeling it certainly does not reflect empirical facts. In this section we show how a time-inhomogeneous affine process could be used to model stock price with dividends in an efficient way.
From a general viewpoint, the following example shows how to mix two different time scales (continuous-time and discrete-time) in a time-inhomogeneous affine model. Moreover, as the discrete-time scale has a certain lag, we also show how past-dependence can be incorporated in the same way (by extension of the state space, of course).
Consider a d ě 3-dimensional affine process X. Let D :" X 1 denote the cumulated dividends process where we assume that dividends are paid at the time points t " 1, 2, . . . , i.e. D is non-decreasing and constant on each interval rn, n`1q, n ě 1. Let X 2 denote the stock price process, i.e. the jump of X 2 at dividend payment dates includes subtraction of the dividend payment, ∆X 2 n , plus possibly an additional jump due to new information, for example by the height of the dividend. We will follow the approach in [25] and assume that the size of the dividend depends linearly on the current year's profit after taxes. In this regard, let X 3 denote the accumulated profits of the current year after taxes, i.e. X 3 n " 0 and X 3 n´d enotes the accumulated profits of the ith year. In Lintner's model, see [25] , the current dividend D n is given by
where n are mean-zero stochastic error terms. According to Theorem 3.2, X may be chosen affine only if the conditional distribution of the n satisfies
Clearly this includes for example independent error terms (not necessarily normally distributed). The remaining components of X may be used for modeling stochastic volatility or for further covariates.
5.3.
Affine term-structure models. In this section we study a new class of term-structure models driven by affine processes. Motivated by our findings in Section 3, where it turned out that the semimartingale characteristics of an affine process X are dominated by an increasing, càdlàg function A, we study the following extension of the seminal Heath-JarrowMorton [18] framework: consider a family of bond prices, given by
with some final time horizon T˚ą 0. The rate f pt, T q is called instantaneous forward rate representing the interest rate contractable at time t ď T for the infinitesimal future time interval pT, T`dA T s, see [13] for details and related literature. The numéraire in this market is assumed to be of the from exp`ş t 0 rpsqdA s˘. The term-structure model proposed here is specified by assuming the following structure of the forward rates:
where a is a suitable, deterministic function. The first step will be the derivation of a condition on a which renders discounted bond prices local martingales, thus leading to a bond market satisfying a suitable no-arbitrage property, like for example NAFL. Consider a filtered probability space pΩ, F , F, Pq satisfying the usual conditions and consider for the beginning a d-dimensional, special semimartingale X with semimartingale characteristics pB, C, νq. As we aim at considering an affine process X, with a view on Theorem 3.2 we additionally assume that X has the canonical representation
where dB t " b t dA t , dC t " c t dA t and νpdt, dxq " K t pdxqdA t and A is deterministic, càdlàg, increasing with A 0 " 0. We define the left-continuous processes Ap., T q, 0 ă T ď T˚, by Apt, T q :" ż rt,T s aps, uqdA u , 0 ď t ď T, and require the following technical assumption.
(A1): Assume that a : r0, T˚s 2 Ñ R d is measurable and satisfieś
here LpX i q denotes the set of processes which are integrable in the semi-martingale integration sense with respect to the i-th coordinate X i of X, i " 1, . . . , d.
Proposition 5.11. Under (A1), discounted bond prices are local martingales if, and only if (i) r t " f pt, tq dA b dP-almost surely for 0 ď t ď T˚, and (ii) the following condition holds:
dA b dP-almost surely for 0 ď t ď T ď T˚.
Proof. The proof follows the classical steps in [18] , relying on a stochastic Fubini theorem. First note, that discounted bond prices take the form : P p0, T q exppIpt, T qq.
The dynamics of I can be obtained from the dynamics of the forward rates, as interchange of the integrals is justified under (A1) by the Fubini theorem, for example along the lines of [36, 32] . The next step is to represent exppIp., T" EpĨp., Tas a stochastic exponential E on the modified processĨ relying on Theorem II.8.10 in [19] . This theorem yields thatĨ pt, T q "Ĩp0, T q`Ipt, T q`1 2 xI c p., T qy t`p e x´1´x q˚µ Ip.,T q , where µ Ip.,T q denotes the random measure associated to the jumps of I, see (1). Calculating the above terms under our assumptions together with representation (67) yields that dĨpt, T q "ˆ´Apt, T qb t`1 2 Apt, T qc t Apt, T q J`ż R d´e´A pt,T qx´1`A pt, T qx¯Kpt, dxq pf pt, tq´r t q˙dA t`d M t , 0 ď t ď T with a local martingale M . The claim follows by first considering T " t, thus yielding (i) and thereafter (ii). For the reverse, observe that (i) and (ii) imply thatĨp., T q is a local martingale, and the claim follows.
Recall the notion of a good parameter set of the affine semimartingale X from Definition 3.1. The following corollary gives a specification of an affine term-structure model in the more classical case, i.e. when γ " 0. 
holds for i " 0, . . . , d, then the drift condition (68) holds.
Proof. The application of Theorem 3.2 yields that b " β 0`ř d i"1 X í β i , with similar expression for a and K. Using linearity and (70) we immediately obtain (68).
A reverse version of this result is easily obtained requiring additionally linear independence of certain coefficients, see for example Section 9.3 in [13] .
In the following, we study a variety of extensions of the Vasiček model for incorporating jumps at predictable times. Of course, in a similar manner an extension of the Cox-IngersollRoss model is possible, or one may even extend general stochastically continuous Markov processes in a similar way. 
with a one-dimensional standard Brownian motion W and β ‰ 0, σ ą 0. The bond prices are given in exponential form, such that P pt, T q " expp´φpt, T q´ψpt, T qr t q with φ and ψ solving certain Riccati differential equation, see [13] , Section 5.4.1, for details. If we embed this approach in our structure given in (65), we may chose A t " t. The dynamics of f pt, T q in this case will depend also on R t :" ş t 0 r s ds, such that we utilize the affine process X t " pt, R t , r t q J , t ě 0 in (66). We obtain that b t " b 0 t`b 1 except for t " 1 and is given by K 1 pdxq " δ 1 pdx 1 qφp x Appendix A.
Measure Differential Equations
This section recalls and extends some notions and statements about measure differential equations (somtimes also referred to as Stieltjes differential equations) for the special cases needed in this article.
Let A be an increasing function on R ě0 with left limits and F : R ě0ˆU Ñ U, where the space U is defined in Equation (2) . Assume F p¨, g p¨qq is A-integrable on some interval I Ă R ě0 for all functions g : R ě0 Ñ U of bounded variation. We consider the equation dgptq dA t " F pt, gptqq , gpT q " u,
dg{dA denotes the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the measure induced by g with respect to the measure induced by A. We now recall the definition of a solution to a measure differential equation from [6] that we adopt in this article.
Definition A.1. Let S be an open connected set in U and T P I. A function g p¨q " g p¨, T, uq will be called a solution of (77) through pT, uq on the interval I if g is right-continuous, of bounded variation, gpT q " u and the distributional derivative of g satisfies (77) on pτ, T q for any τ ă T in I.
Remark A.2. Assume F pt, gptqq is integrable with respect to the Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure dA for each function g of bounded variation. Equivalently to the above definition g is a solution of (77) through pT, uq on I if and only if it satisfies the integral equation
see [6] for more details.
We are now going to state and prove a modification of the existence and uniqueness result for measure differential equations in [35] . Define Ω b " tu P U| |u| ă bu Theorem A.3. Suppose the following conditions hold (i) there exists an A-integrable function w such that |F pt, uq| ď w ptq (79) uniformly in u P Ω b ; (ii) F satisfies a Lipschitz condition in u, i.e. there exists an A-integrable Lipschitz constant L such that |F pt, u 1 q´F pt, u 2 q| ď Lptq |u 1´u2 | for all u P Ω b . Then there exists a unique solution g of (77) on some interval pT´a, T s, a ą 0, satisfying the initial condition gpT q " u.
Proof. First note that we have the following equation for the jumps of a solution g to (77), for all t P tt P R`|∆A t ‰ 0u, ∆gptq "´F pt, gptqq ∆A t .
With ∆gptq " gptq´gpt´q this is an explicit equation for the left limit of g, hence we can assume that A has no jump at the terminal time T , as we can simply compute gpT´q from the terminal value and start from there instead. Even with time-varying Lipschitz constant the proof of Theorem 1 in [35] is valid with small adjustments.
Proof. Let w " f´g and define the following timẽ t :" supts P I|wpsq ą 0u ď t 0 .
with the convention that the supremum over the empty set is zero. Assume the statement of the proposition is not true, i.e.t ą 0. Two cases can occur: ∆At " 0 or ∆At ‰ 0. Consider first the case when there is no jump att. Then we have wptq " 0 and we can find t 1 ăt such that w ą 0 , w continuous and g, f P K on`t 1 ,t˘, where K Ă U is compact. From condition (ii) and (iii) we obtain, for t P pt 1 With the above and since w`t˘" 0 we get wptq ď 0 for all t P`t 1 ,t˘contradicting the assumption. Second, if we have a jump att, i.e. ∆w`t˘‰ 0, we immediately get ∆w`t˘ă 0 and therefore 0 ą ∆w`t˘"´`F`t, f ptq˘´G`t, gptq˘˘∆At ě´Ltw`t˘∆At.
Hence, wptq ą 0 a contradiction due to the right continuity.
